
On-chain zero-knowledge threshold signatures 

Problems 
1. Constructing a threshold signature scheme requires collaboration between members of 

the signing group. 
a. We want to make this collaboration more transparent, to expose malicious 

parties. 
2. Multi-signature smart contracts are normally directly controlled by on-chain interactions 

with each signatory. 
a. We want to enable trusted inputs to multi-signature smart contracts that can be 

constructed off-chain and evaluated in O(1) time and space. 
3. Resource-constrained devices cannot gain information in a trusted way. 

a. We want to show that a BLS threshold signature scheme can be constructed 
partially on-chain, allowing to sign important information such as block headers. 

Solution 
Key exchange for a Boneh-Lynn-Shacham threshold signature scheme on a smart contract. 

Overview 
Our contributions over prior art are marked in red. 

1. A smart contract is deployed, parametrized by: 
a. size of the group (N) 
b. threshold for a valid signature (T) 

2. Parties join the contract, each participant: 
a. is identified by their Ethereum address 
b. submits to the contract their public verification polynomial 
c. shares chunks of their transformed private key with the rest of the group 
d. submits to the contract hashes of the private key chunks 

3. Once the group is assembled, everyone checks against the public verification 
polynomials the private key chunks they received 

a. if Alice does not agree, she can reveal the chunk she received from Bob 
b. the data is submitted to the contract, and can be verified by everyone by 

comparing it to the previously published hash 
c. if Alice agrees, she submits her approval to the contract 

4. If all parties submit their approvals, the smart contract marks the signature scheme as 
approved. 

5. Audience of the threshold-signed signature can securely reconstruct the public key from 
the verification polynomials. 



Key used technologies 
● BLS threshold signature library by @herumi https://github.com/herumi/bls  
● JS wrapper of the above by Dfinity https://github.com/dfinity/js-bls-lib  

Discussion 

On-chain vs. off-chain computations 
Initially we wanted to implement as much as possible of the cryptographic functionalities in the 
contract (automated challenge verification, automated group public key generation). We could 
not do it in the time-constraints of the hackathon, as the Solidity and C++ libraries we had 
readily available were not compatible with each other and implementing it from scratch would 
take a lot of time. 
 
We subsequently realised that automated verification of the challenge (the message: hey guys! I 
got a wrong key!) is not strictly necessary. Most usefulness comes from having a correctly 
constructed scheme, and this is already implemented in the POC based on participants’ 
declarations (based on individual secret computations). We will always need to rely on 
participants’ declarations here, as positively verifying all chunks on-chain would result in 
revealing the entire group private key. 
 
While it would be neat to automatically compute the group public key, this can be done by 
anyone based on the information already available on the contract (i.e. the public verification 
polynomials). 
 
Most importantly, both of these operations would be expensive in terms of gas. 

Possible improvements 
 

● Smart-contract verification of the challenge, to enable automation on this signal 
(punishment of non-cooperative players) CRYPTOECONOMICS 

● Smart-contract verification of an example encrypted message submitted to the contract, 
to prove that the keys were exchanged in a way allowing successful signature in at least 
one scenario (stronger positive signal about the usefulness of the contract) 
CRYPTOECONOMICS 

● Submitting a hash of the off-chain programs to the contract SECURITY 
● Automated generation of polynomial evaluation points based on the previous blocks 

(currently they are hardcoded in the off-chain code) SECURITY 

https://github.com/herumi/bls
https://github.com/dfinity/js-bls-lib


Possible applications 

Light light clients 
Typically IoT devices present a number of challenges when it comes to the ability of verifying 
firmware updates or security credentials linking devices to their origins. The limited bandwidth 
and computational power doesn’t allow to synchronize the blockchain headers, let alone 
validate the block or state transactions. The typical scarcity of the gateways also doesn’t allow 
to fully make use of the crypto-incentivish approaches like watch towers for delegation and 
slashing of the possible stake in case of misbehaviour. 
 
Threshold signatures constructed on a blockchain present a middle ground as they can allow 
lightweight verification on the device side without the need of heavy computations or bandwidth 
drainage. Also the nature of the threshold signature allows manufacturer consortiums to 
potentially mitigate private key shares leakage and provide buffer time for the potentially 
planned key upgrades. 

Trusted multi-signature decisions based on off-chain inputs 
It is possible to encode some decision-making process in a smart contract where a threshold 
number of participants is needed to sign a decision. These participants can jointly prepare the 
signed decision off-chain and then submit it to the contract via a proxy. (Note: this requires the 
implementation of appropriate elliptic-curve arithmetic in the smart contract, to verify the 
signature.) 

Demo and code 
Code: https://gitlab.com/empathy/lord-of-the-rings  
 
Demo contract address on Rinkeby: 0x380fd00aefe6cae25f1901522981f9ebb1c18058 
 
Demo run on Rinkeby: 
 
Alexandrs-MacBook-Pro:ethberlin.gitlab alex$ time docker run -i 

--net=host -v $(pwd):/usr/src/app -w /usr/src/app nenv /bin/sh -c "cd 

LOTR; yarn deploy; ./main.js" 

yarn run v1.6.0 

warning package.json: No license field 

$ ./node_modules/.bin/truffle migrate --network rinkeby --prevAddr 

none 

Using network 'rinkeby'. 

 

https://gitlab.com/empathy/lord-of-the-rings
https://rinkeby.etherscan.io/address/0x380fd00aefe6cae25f1901522981f9ebb1c18058


Running migration: 1_deploy_migration.js 

  Deploying Migrations... 

  ... 

0x2af3893654a14b717f77100428c8382cdf2576bd6490f2b3db488146601d7723 

  Migrations: 0x524fed5caa96ed153432638413fd5cbb3dff3502 

Saving artifacts... 

Running migration: 2_deploy_lotr.js 

  Replacing Lotr... 

  ... 

0x7e8e049d20fc19f439e4219d4576a4800ae8909c16ffed5fb537b28aaaca2557 

or  Lotr: 0x380fd00aefe6cae25f1901522981f9ebb1c18058 

Saving artifacts... 

Done in 70.17s. 

[ '0x3fe32b56ef89dc1ee277d068e8cb807fae2e483d', 

  '0x7d8ad4874ce24853da0be5df0b438bbcc4c97dce', 

  '0x55d15052b924ed44ec58da0d82a6a0dc29356ff5', 

  '0x2925776441f0d878f37ee0a684a8b1147d737730' ] 

Let's start stuff... 

. 

. 

. 

. 

Eval points: 0,7,14,21 

Beginning the secret instantiation round... 

[ 5302536, 5302888 ] 

0 

[ 5303408, 5303704 ] 

1 

[ 5304224, 5304520 ] 

2 

[ 5305040, 5305336 ] 

3 

Let's commit hashes 

 

ce078bf71e618a5436ae61a5af2810463fb2bf796924e02028d981482e56b2faefa11

e00ad61d6d63e247334d5979e7edb84a8b09f57d8a64751d71a35134354 

da6250e0ab428da6578db5694b9e40801fd25ba42657c5e63841a773d56479010f69d

3602194bdbab9e943d7d2ab7c39f284756f56bd3eb49dd2aa2ddee41f4b 

ad126d1aaf8dcc452999f71cb3454bc027b61fa07b56c7ccbad1c7b09195996559d6e

6fe7d4061b557bf1048d4202032e715772aa2598bd5567c888033617289 

52795467cbcb38cd0e1508ccda3f1bc19a6b69f8416bbbcdafdf27a5d6176b1ec881b

c440a9ccaa4d03134bb79b2e93735adb6ab40c95f7c7231ea2a639b6d1c 



 

f56d30da050b0bf0bbdc61fdf7dace99a2995ae599d497d9d2ae793a6e109e3344086

7393e11c288a7773c80c85427da3ae6074b1791c8d2a9bfe641dbff121b 

fa0e92ce9f6c3119195f690cee5dc9e036989b8cf0f6c3b430f641b062f85ae469f90

0f4873cf44cdfa28dd7221cbf7fa335c5a5a5a3603794f3d14aac16e8c5 

c5e76877fd7fbe1ede6d9dd02859f45ee8c3a26e8883728ba43a2f58eabe518fb96e8

0b1c3fc66dcd2ac0a3cdf9f6e467a10e949238735522f6c40047dbaff95 

68a5767eadf37f6dde44ed90a9e163d2b5600aa5dc908414f0832aa73748b7a059bdc

f1eece6fbd4b3c6036ff46cc764dbd1855f607280efce01648a51041e97 

 

bf2356802ec60eb0c91a1bb63280415a1b0be1aa2b29600df0f5850adaa5bf78543c8

aadc12db92cb280ee6aabdfaf1af167a057501a678960485e68581084e9 

81d92b025ea69f68bc6b3e42f4c833a003459bfab4c1688b34681047c3f117dd57ce8

fbcbef6f64bb71734ff6b16219bb45a59a0f8cfb73b280a5e9bbc737b0d 

e5f82eee5ddd905f0a958efa65ead36904a6aa5f3aa2fdd9bb9bd98744cc7f2ede7fe

4a53474516f999d3ededa0ffbcdfc91c39aa590dbfbaf3b6013e649353c 

4b6ac88f80bace0e0519a05845d2244c8a7f7d956af49de3471a8f13974a5919d25af

4d21b140e9c1428cb9eacf50fae79fc4703dc19981e079a189d64760bf6 

 

5e69e5f1cd84dabb3992a02c05cd8085fb9ffea183088e34c8ff7abb9c0d150a54b67

e44f08f5f17ec98f424fe31eb8d96b6b7078eb8bf915e8d08e852301186 

6bc88d88271b3bf9686ed64c4ac7ce038c3581051a3bf498b82f8c08ede85cf7435f2

213996ce0bc298c41be8bdaf92272097b2f75f2bd396e992ee3c4542f31 

ebf308c7d6095a85613c83e333c98a9b5aacd8c289d9a4bebbdc203ecc6fa29f8e7ec

09632b1943a52d2c9320b8b8d53252de8e9187cd8c866931edcfb8eae76 

2bb1f3ecf3574f3ea1868514b1d74437b14674187df0fdb57b5a79bd823b30b9c197a

6ebaa2b8448721293214270e1091a83b8aaeee02d8b2dd6836fa93bc48c 

Now let's verify what we received... 

secret shares have been generated... 

verification vector computed... 

group public key : 

648a108d25470c2db757230e510077f2a25614440aa793fc2c9d99fcbd7b321505620

b38424112db5e9ecbe66461b32a2c59269870b620c8e215c92c069c0b0f 

testing signature... 

sigtest result: 

465e9c13ebb9d6ee6787741f80dc38a4ed2938b832c9c6804e7142e854fb4a89 

verified:  true 

 

real 6m51.732s 

user 0m0.118s 

sys 0m0.061s 


